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Lowaneu Allanque Lodge #41 
E-Board Minutes 
Date: December 17th, 2020  
Type of Meeting: Microsoft Teams Call 
Secretary:  Nicholas Shute 
 
Executive Board Positions: 
 
Lodge Chief- Daniel Stoner ( chief@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Vice-Chief of Committees- Nico Lamb ( vccom@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Vice-Chief of Chapters- Ryan Predki ( vcchapt@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Secretary- Nicholas Shute ( sec@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Treasurer- Collin Freese ( treas@oa41.org ) 
Lodge Quartermaster- Ethan Tidwell ( qm@oa41.org ) 
 
Call To Order- Daniel Stoner started the meeting around 7:35 p.m. and he led us with 
the O.A. Obligation, a Pledge of Allegiance was not held 
 
Agenda: Reports- 
 
Secretary's Report (Nicholas Shute) – The minutes for the last meeting on November 
19th were given out via screen share and after several minutes of looking over by 
everyone in attendance at the meeting they were passed after a motion and a second, 
Nicholas also mentioned that if anyone has First Year Arrowman Awards they should 
send them to him as soon as they can because this is the last time they could be given 
before the Winter Banquet and we need time to process them 
 
Webmaster with (Mrs. Deb Brown) – Mrs. Brown was not able to make it to tonight's 

meeting as she has another meeting tonight, but she said that she posted the 2021 dues 
as well as the Winter Banquet which now are both available for sign up 
 

Treasurer’s Report (Colin Freese) – Collin said that over the past month we have had 
one person pay for their normal 2020 dues, one person pay for their normal 2021 dues, 
and 4 people pay for their annual 2021 dues, while the makeup of our current budget is, 
this year we have spent $1,433 on central region events, we have received a $20,000 
credit from National, then we spent a O.A. yielding fund of $7,000, from events and 
activities in our budget we have made $77,000 and $2,000 are devoted to scholarships, 
and we have gotten $50,000 from the CFL brick program, and the total budget this year 
is about a total of $140,000, and that is all Collin had 
 
Quartermaster’s Report (Ethan Tidwell) – Ethan first asked Mr. Nadeau to bring up the 
picture he sent him, which were then shown to everyone and it was explained that these  
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are the 25th Anniversary patch sets, there are one hundred of them each with a number 
one through a hundred on them, and you should email Mr. Burns if you would like to 
purchase one, so he tried to put his email in the chat, it was then mentioned that the 
number patch you get will be random and that the event patches are in, finally it was 
said that the Silver limited edition 25th Anniversary Patch set would cost $25 if you were 
thinking about getting one, this was the end of his first report, later on after committees 
completed their reports he said that they have nine sets of NOAC patches left and they 
are sixty dollars each, and they are also ordering fifty pairs of socks and they will be 
purple and red socks with arrowheads, and we are out of hats and ordering more, Ethan 
was thinking we should redo the new hats for the 25th Anniversary, but he was unsure if 
we would want a neckerchief or a bow low, it was then said that usually Star Scouts and 
above wear bow lows while younger people usually wear neckerchiefs, Mr, Stoner then 
asked which one costs more as he thinks neckerchiefs cost less, and the only problem 
with a bow low would be that a minimum would be needed to be bought to buy a 
hundred, it was then said we would be using the same company we used to make the 
belt buckles, Austin then said he thinks we should order neckerchiefs although there 
should be larger adult neckerchiefs as last time they were very small and we sold out of 
them at the last Fellowship, it was then said that may not be able to have both as Mr. 
Bruns is running out of room in his basement, but it was said we could get both , but we 
want to get a inventory number down by seeing if people want them, then it was asked if 
we could offer a pre-order for a couple of months and eventually sell a bunch of them up 
front and produce more as we need them then while keeping limited stock, then it was 
mentioned that we can pre-sell things like we did with some sweatshirts two years ago, 
but the only challenge is we will have trouble delivering items, then some people said 
that they could help to get things where they need to go, and finally Mr. Bruns said that 
he had a correction to make and that was that the limited edition 25th Anniversary 
patches are not twenty-five dollars, they are actually twenty dollars and you should 
email him if you are interested and his email is in the chat and on the Lodge website, 
although we may not be able to see each other for him to give it to us until Spring 
Fellowship 
 
Chapter Reports (Ryan Predki)—Ryan went right into Chapter reports, and when the 
Chapter reports were done he mentioned that right now all the Chapter are working on 
getting out messages about the upcoming elections and he knows that at least 
Chippewa has sent out its messages 
 
Chippewa - The Report for the Chippewa Chapter is Ryan Dodd said that their last 
meeting was on December 3rd where they had a Among Us session where even some 
adults participated, their next meeting will be January 7th and it will be a virtual cook off, 
and as for elections they have five scheduled elections and four units that have opted 
out, and they now have a ceremonies Leader for their chapter, and they are now looking 
for a quartermaster or a person that can handle all their chapter ceremonial gear and 
other items that they need to find storage for  
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Ottawa - The report for the Ottawa Chapter is their last meeting was on December 2nd 
and they had six youth and five adults and discussed elections, ceremonies, 
communications, and they played a kahoot quiz based off of questions about the Lodge 
and Chapter 
 
Potawatomi - The report for the Potawatomi Chapter is they had a meeting on 
December 16th and they had six youth and five adults, and at their meeting they went 
over future meetings and activities for their Chapter, and their next meeting is going to 
be on January 13th, 2021 
 
 
 
 
Committee Reports (Nico Lamb)–  Nico said all committee chairman should expect to 
get an email talking about upmcong events that the committees will need to take care of 
including the upcoming Spring Fellowship 
 
American Indian Activates - The report for A.I.A. is Matt Bazan was not her tonight, but 
Nico said that Matt is currently working with the Chapters and their chiefs to recruit new 
ceremonial teams, so reach out to your Chapter Chiefs if you would like to join a 
ceremonial team 
 
 
Activities - The report for the Activities committee is Nico said that they currently have 
nothing to report as their will be some games at Winter Banquet, but they are not being 
run by the Activities committee 
 
Brotherhood -  The report for the Brotherhood committee is Jacob Wilson was not here 
so there was currently nothing to report at this time until Nico gets back to him. 
 
Communications - The report for the Communications committee is Gavin Smith was 
not here either, so there was nothing to bring up except for the fact that the committee 
just needs to keep getting out the meeting links and information on activities and events 
 
Elangomats - The report for the Elangomat committee is Lucas Wilson is also not here 
tonight, but Nico knows he is looking for elangomats for the upcoming Spring 
Fellowship, so if you want to help out as an elangomat you should reach out to him 
 
Grounds - The report for the Grounds committee is Eric Moskal was not at tonight’s 
meeting like many of the other committee chairman, but he told Nico to say he had 
nothing to report as COVID-19 has really taken away about half of his job 
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Inductions - The report for the Inductions committee is Austin said that the Inductions 
committee has decided that any people who want to try to get the First Year Arrowman 
Award will have twenty-four months instead of twelve for Arrowman that are inducted in 
both 2019, 2020, and maybe as determined in the future 2021, but they will see how 
things will work out next year 
 
Service - The report for the Service committee is there was no one from service at the 
meeting. Therefore, until we can speak with them there is no report again as this is the 
4th month in a row they have not come to the Executive Board Meeting, but we do know 
that the committee chairman is Eddie Ouimet 
 
Vigil - The report for the Vigil committee is neither of the co-chairman for the Vigil 
Committee were here, but Mr. Nadeau said that they let him know that there was 
nothing to report except for the fact that their committee is all good as all Vigils were 
called out and finished their tests, so there is no one sliding over into next year 
 
-Nico said that that is all we have for committee reports at this time 
 
 
 
New Business- 
 
Winter Banquet-for Winter Banquet Jordan and Ryan are the chairman and Jordan 
began to screenshare the agenda, so it will be January 9th, 2021 from 3:30 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m. and it is Winter Banquet so it will be a lot of fun, there will be a Open House with 
more details later, their will be a lot of presentations, there will be a Ordeal candidate 
and a new member process training for people in between or waiting for their Ordeal 
that have already been called out and have yet to do their Ordeal, there will be awards 
and recognitions like the James E. West Award and the First Year Arrowman Award 
among others, we will also recognize all past leadership, then there will be dinner which 
is a break, and afterwards there will be a Battle of the Lodges at 7:15 p.m. and you 
should be there or be square, and that will be a giant trivia game, there will be twenty 
questions from the Lowaneu Allanque Lodge, twenty questions from the Wag-O-Shag 
Lodge, and ten from the Section leaders, and there will be three teams, and whatever 
team wins will have their Executive Board pied by the other Executive Board at the next 
conclave in April 2021, which is another reason to go to conclave, then after that is a 
general game Night and a Among Us game, and Ryan will be running the game night, 
and Jordan will run the Among Us game, then it was mentioned that Ryan is sending a 
form if we would like to help staff the event and everyone should be registering in 
general, you also have no reason not to register as it is a free event, and hopefully if 
seventy-five people register then there will be Sea Shanties sung by Ryan whether we 
want it to happen or not, but please register as we want to see Ryan do things 
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Winter Council of Chiefs (W.C.O.C.)-Robbie talked about this and said that it we got 
the date right on the agenda as it will be January 24th from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. and 
there will not be a party at Kalahari as we will be at home, they will have little 
commercials done by chiefs from different Lodges, they will have NLS or National 
Leadership Seminar promotions, games, no swimming unfortunately, and it will likely be 
free and Daniel will probably hear from the section leaders to help out, and after that 
there were no other things to mention about Winter Council of Chiefs 
 
Elections-To start off Jordan talked about DocHub which is the way elections are 
handling signatures, the election team will send it to various unit leaders, and there will 
be a training to go over how to use it as before you could kind of guess your way 
through a election, but now that training is essential, and at least two youth and one 
adult would be beneficial at each election, then Jordan said the cost for DocHub is like 
six dollars a month per user, then it was asked if we need to motion to spend about fifty 
dollars on DocHub or do we know what the actual cost is to spend money, but everyone 
was unsure if there was a minimum threshold needed to pay for it from the Lodge funds, 
it was then said that we should just have a motion, second, and vote on it, so Jordan 
motioned it and it was seconded, and then Daniel mentioned that it is a really good tool 
as he had a run down on how it works already, and basically they send you a email, you 
sign it, and send it right back and the signature process is now faster as it is hard 
enough doing it on Zoom and having this helps us to get things done faster and more 
efficiently, then it was said that it is good we can do this as we are not able to do any 
in-person signature meetings right now, then it was mentioned that fifty dollars is a 
estimate per month of three people per Chapter and three Chapters in total, so maybe 
sixty dollars per month and since we would need accounts from January through April 
we would need like over two hundred dollars, so we need another vote, and there a 
motion, second, and it passed again, then it was sad we should send a email about it 
this week to all units, then it was said that the other thing was elections teams talked of 
getting Zoom licenses for each Chapter to get people to be on electronic meetings, 
Ryan Dodd then said that all his units so far that want a election do not need a link, but 
it was then said that the Zoom account could be used not only for the elections, but also 
a Chapter Zoom meeting, and they are hoping to use a Zoom meeting for the Winter 
Banquet, so we may need two or three for the whole Lodge, then it was said that a 
Zoom account also allowed for breakout rooms to do other things during meetings, next 
it was said that a Zoom account is about twelve dollars per month or you could get a 
yearly subscription, so what is the motion we are making and are we saying three 
accounts is enough, then we learned it is actually fifteen dollars a month for four months 
to start and after four months we could reevaluate and open it to discussion again, and 
it was mentioned that people in the council would be happy to share them although it 
would be nice to have our own as we have the money and can be self sufficient by 
using Lodge accounts, as using other accounts is weird as if you send out 
communications it takes time to set up, so now if you are the leader in control of the 
Zoom meeting it will be easier and it will allow us to pre set up co-hosts to meetings, 
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finally it was asked if there were any objections to buying three Zoom accounts, and it 
was motioned, seconded, and passed, and Mr. Stoner said he would work to get them 
set up as he already helped set up the Lodge Google account as well 
 
Bylaws-Ryan Dodd started by talking about these saying not too long ago he emailed 
the Executive Board and in Lodge Finances part a it says that the Lodge shall submit a 
budget, and there has not been a budget in a while and he wanted to make a 
amendment that since the Chapters have no say in the making of the budget as it is 
done by the Executive Board, then should no budget be made 2% of the Lodges current 
budget would be taken out and three small 23% increments of that 2% should be 
divided out amongst the Chapters and the other left over 31% should be saved to give 
to the Chapters to pay for their costs as needed, then it was asked if we could see the 
Bylaws and although the answer was no, the Bylaws under section 11 Finances was 
read to everyone, and it was said that no decision would be made today on this issue as 
it would be decided at the next Executive Board Meeting, then it was said we would 
need to send this out to the Lodge, the other change Ryan Dodd asked for was public 
access to the updated Bylaws document, and this was the idea that they should be 
publicly posted and people should be able to access them with the need of requesting 
them, and this would be added under section 7. Records and Publication of the Bylaws 
so that we can make it so there is no longer a need to request them,  then it was 
mentioned by Jordan Landtiser that going off of communications, it says that we should 
notify all Lodge Members and he said a lot of people did not even get  an email for the 
Executive Board Meeting tonight, so is there something to guarantee that everyone will 
get the email or is there a way to verify that everyone gets the right information, Ryan 
Dodd then said that he has access to Lodgemaster and the email did go out as he got 
his on Tuesday, and it should have gone out to anyone that has paid dues since about 
2017, tents Mr. Johnson asked a question which was what communications is done 
besides emails as some people may not have access to Lodgemaster emails, then he 
said that this is more so on side of the older people who are not as computer savvy, the 
response to him was we are sending out postcards for a dues notice, but other than that 
we have not thought of anything, but we should try to do some other form of 
communication or rather than email we should do it all by the form of mail, then it was 
said that if there is no email on larger events then we should consider normal mail, 
although there is a ton of names, but only a thousand Have emails, and therefore we 
should fix the email registry in the system or find another form of communication, but it 
was then mentioned that we are having virtual activities, so we should encourage others 
to update online information especially for newly inducted Ordeals and candidates, as 
virtually no one had a email address for the 2020 Ordeal year which is bad, then 
someone said we should have some kind of phone project or communicate through 
units if possible, then Jordan said that they could get it included in election teams to 
have the teams ask for people who have email addresses, and it was then brought up 
that it would be good if with each election we got a list of who we believe is in the Order 
of the Arrow within each unit, finally the third Bylaw change was looking to get the 
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number of votes for officer elections changed per Chapter, and it was said that Ryan 
gave thirty days notice to the Lodge Executive Committee (Executive Board) so these 
amendments are not to late have in January as we must give the changes to the Lodge 
a whole ten days before the meeting, so as long as we get that sent out ten days before 
the meeting we could have a vote, but realistically it was said was not a very long time 
for people to think and discuss, but everyone should stay tuned via email, and although 
we could do a amendment change like this at a Fellowship we will do it at a Executive 
Board meeting, and finally it was said that when and if we post the Bylaws we should 
post them as a pdf, not a editable document assuming that it even will pass 
 
Other-Ryan Predki had a question, and it was the Lodge Instagram has been dead for 
over a year at this point, and Ryan was offering himself up to help get it up and running, 
but it was said that this is part of the communications committee, and Ryan has just 
signed up Gavin to do this job, and it was then mentioned that we need to get Gavin to 
update the Facebook as well, and then Robbie said that he was making the proper 
people administration and editors for the Facebook account as he was one of the old 
administrators, next Ryan Dodd was curious if the Inductions committee have a list of 
those who have been inducted into the Order of the Arrow already to do their Ordeal as 
some scoutmasters of units have complained as they say these scouts who were 
already elected are unsure if they must be re-elected, Jordan then said that a candidate 
list is in Lodgemaster, Austin then said that he cannot see anyone that has been elected 
or those that are remaining in Lodgemaster, but he can see that other Chapter Chiefs 
did get Lodgemaster access, although he is unsure how accurate any of that is as 
Lodgemaster does not seem updated, then Ryan Dodd asked if we could give editing 
rights to the Lodge Secretary Nicholas as he should be able to edit things to make 
updates, and the response was that for the Secretary the lodge chief and advisor were 
trying to push that away from him doing it as it is more than what a Secretary should be 
doing, as it would be unfair to make him take in forms, write notes, and edit 
Lodgemaster all together, and they don’t mind giving access as it would spread out the 
job more, then it was mentioned that Dan Vitous has access to the Chippewa 
Lodgemaster as he is its advisor, and Austin and Jordan also have access, then Daniel 
explained that what they did is they have Lodgemaster access to the Chapter Chiefs 
and Chapter Advisors so they would have the ability to fix issues and update their lists 
on their own, then it was mentioned that if anyone wants to look at Lodgemaster then 
they should email Chapter Chiefs rather than Nicholas as he would get a ton of emails, 
then it was said that the Chapter Chief can ask their advisor to add new members to 
Lodgemaster, next someone said that Chippewa Chapter was missing a lot of people 
and although realistically we should know some some of the people who should be in 
there, and then Ryan Dodd said that he looked in prior years and the district 
consolidated legacy Chapter groups were no longer in Lodgemaster, and that there n 
may need to be a whole project to get work done on getting in active people and all 
members of the original old districts, then it was said that up unpaid people are not 
moved to the newly formed Chapter as they are considered inactive, and that if  
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someone is missing completely we should make sure  that we figure out what happened 
to them, it was then mentioned that we want a central point in the Lodge to have 
Lodgemaster, and that we should get access to the old districts back, Mr. Vitous then 
said that he only had access to the legacy Chapter Indian Prairie before he had access 
to Chippewa as Indian Prairie is now gone, then it was said that some op would like for 
the Vice Chief of Chapters to have access to Lodgemaster and some thought he 
already did although Ryan Predki said he never got anything, next Mr. Stoner said he 
had a list of all people with access to Lodgemaster and this was all of the Chapter 
Chiefs, all of the Chapter Advisors, the Vice Chief of Chapters, the Vice Chief of 
Chapters Advisor, and the Communications Committee, and Mr. Stoner said he was all 
for having a discussion of who has access to Lodgemaster, but we do not want to many 
cooks in the kitchen, and that is why we are having it funneled through the Advisors and 
have control given at the Chapter level, then it was said that we will definitely need 
some accountability or matrix to get these updates done, then it was said that we have 
multiple people with access and their names are written down, and it was asked if we 
were done with Lodgemaster, but Jordan said that we will need to decide in January or 
February if we are using the candidate portal or if we are going to put it off like the 
Inductions portal for now, then it was said that the Chippewa Chapter was elected to try 
it out with a couple of units, and Jordan, Ryan Predki, and Austin rather than doing just 
one Chapter said they are actually trying it out in each Chapter, but no extra training 
would be needed as Ryan is a fast learner and so is Austin, and when asked what units 
they would try the Inductions portal out with, Ryan said in Chippewa they would do  unit 
597, and they haven’t found another one yet, and then Finally Austin said that as he is 
from Potawatomi, Jordan is from Chippewa, and Ryan Predki is from Ottawa we have 
one person from each chapter and that makes it easier to split up among three 
Chapters as they have people from each Chapter working on it together 
 
 
 
Old Business- 
 
Lodge Leadership Development (L.L.D.)-Ryan Predki had a short thing to say about 
L.L.D. and that was the fact that after the Winter Banquet they will be posting the L.L.D. 
trainings online and also you can pick up your patches and certificates for this event 
from the Norris Scout Shop in St. Charles 
 
ACT (Adapt, Collaborate, Thrive) Conference-There unfortunately was no time to talk 
about this event as the meeting ends at 9:00 p.m. and we were going to go past that, so 
we moved on without an explanation for this event 
 
Other-There was no other old business that was mentioned at this time, so there was 
nothing else to discuss. 
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Key 3 Minutes 
 
Lodge Staff Advisor (Mr. Sean Nadeau) – in Mr. Nadeau’s minute he said good evening 
to everyone and he said he had a very fast three points for us that he wanted to bring 
up, first a Scout is obedient and this was a hard test this year with the pandemic 
although this was a good learning experience as we had to learn how to follow 
guidelines and taught us all to be kind to each other which is his 2nd point, then finally a 
Scout is cheerful as we have a new year to look forward to and a new stage in life with 
new opportunities and things to do, so it is very exciting, and then he said that whatever 
faith you are have a wonderful time with your families for the holidays and may the great 
master of all Scouts be with us until we meet again 
 
Lodge Advisor (Mr. David Stoner) –  in Mr. Stoner’s minute he said we need to hear 
ideas and we need to know what parts of the Lodge are not working, and the Executive 
Committee is in a pickle as they need help, and in the past others would submit 
proposals to do things and not go through with them, but now we should go through with 
everything to make things better in out Lodge, and he then said that he is also happy 
with how elections are running, Jordan and the elections committee are helping to run 
the Lodge efficiently, and lastly he cannot wait for Winter Banquet as he has never 
played Among Us before and he is unsure if he will be in that breakout room, but he 
doesn’t want to get murdered, and that is all he had 
 
Lodge Chief (Daniel Stoner) –  in Daniel’s minute he said that he will be playing Among 
Us at the Winter Banquet and he said that Mr. Nadeau said he is not a great speech 
maker, and then he makes great speeches anyways, so thank you all for joint and then 
we can finish up with our song and get out of here 
 
Meeting Adjournment- Daniel moved us into our O.A. official song and everyone said 
goodnight with the meeting ending around 9:02 p.m. along with everyone being asked 
to register for Winter Banquet and have a Merry Christmas or happy holidays 
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